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Time to Regulate Internet Hate with a New
Approach
Andre Oboler

Cyber-racism is more than a civil wrong, it is a public wrong against the community. Corporations

who seek to profit from social media assume public obligations. This includes an obligation to take

reasonable steps to discourage online racism. Both racism itself and the failure to suffıciently

regulate against it must have legal consequences. Regulation is both legally and technically

possible.

Introduction
The rise of social media over the last seven years1 has

revolutionised communication.Applications like Facebook,

YouTube, Twitter, and MySpace, have given the online

public a means of mass communication. Behind these

platforms are large corporations2 who profit from the

communication they facilitate, yet take little responsi-

bility over the content. A new approach is needed in

which corporations that seek to profit from social media

assume public obligations. This includes an obligation to

take reasonable steps to discourage online hate, a public

wrong against the community.

In a recent issue of this bulletin, Dilan Thampapillai

argued that Facebook should be responsible for policing

the nature of the material it hosts but that given the

volume of users, “internal policing will be imperfect”

and competing business priorities would interfere.3 Ignor-

ing for a moment the logistical issue (a technical and not

a legal impediment), both arguments hold equally true

for the sale of alcohol in licensed venues. The solution

has been to place an obligation on licensees to police

their sales internally, even to the detriment of their core

business of further sales. This is not an unusual position,

and in the contest between personal interests and inter-

ests of others as protected by law, the law must prevail.

For this to happen we need a new law, as we have with

the sale of alcohol, that places a level of responsibility

on the commercial operator.

I start by discussing why Online Hate should be

considered a public wrong and show that it is deemed

unlawful under Commonwealth legislation and criminal

under Victorian legislation. I then discuss the value of

the law in setting standards. I examine two key devel-

opments internationally, one involving Yahoo in France

and the other Google in Italy. In discussing the need for

a new approach I highlight how regulation of the

platform providers can be a significant contribution.

Finally I provide concrete suggestions to aid both

regulation and implementation. The deficiencies of cur-

rent legal definitions of various forms of hate speech are

beyond the scope of this paper, I rather focus upon the

consequences of this hate and the need for new approaches.

Online Hate as a public wrong
Hate propaganda is speech which “seeks to incite and

encourage hatred and tension between different social

and cultural groups in society”.4 It aims to provide a

“foundation for the mistreatment of members of the

victimised group”.5 Members of the victim group are

humiliated, denigrated, have their self-worth under-

mined, and may ultimately withdraw from full partici-

pation in society out of fear.6 Prof Kathleen Mahoney

explains that society suffers as hate propaganda “under-

mines freedom and core democratic values by creating

discord between groups and an atmosphere conducive to

discrimination and violence”.7

Mahoney rejects the absolutist position for free speech

as “seriously and fundamentally flawed”. In questioning

their underlying theory and practical value, she high-

lights that they are based on outdated theories, ignore the

harm caused to the victim group, show both gender and

class bias and seek to uphold free speech to the

detriment of other fundamental democratic values.8

In the specific case of antisemitism, one of the steps

taken to aid law enforcement agencies in indentifying

this hate was the creation of the “Working Definition of

Antisemitism” by what is now the European Union

Agency for Fundamental Rights. The document pro-

vides examples of activities that cross the line, such as
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“Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the

state of Israel” or “Accusing the Jews as a people, or

Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the

Holocaust”.9 At the same time it states “criticism of

Israel similar to that levelled against any other country

cannot be regarded as anti-Semitic”.10 Such tools help

law enforcement evaluate materials presented to them,

and can also aid the public understanding of particular

forms of hate.

The publication and spread of hate messages is a

public wrong, not simply a matter for reconciliation

between private persons. A broadly targeted wrong

deserves a public response, including through education

and law enforcement.

Australia Legal responses to Vilification and
Hatred

The most developed area of vilification and hatred

law relates to race. Other areas such as homophobia and

vilification based on disability have yet to receive the

same level of protection. The regulatory models to

counter racial vilification and hatred include criminal

prosecution, statutory tort civil suit, and civil human

rights complaint.11 Even in this more developed area,

the existing approaches suffer from flaws limiting their

capacity to provide protection and legal remedy.12

The Commonwealth position
Australia’s first attempt to legislate against racial

hatred was cl 28 of the Racial Discrimination Bill 1974

(Cth). Clause 28 made publishing, broadcasting or

public utterance promoting ideas of racial hatred a crime

punishable by a $5000 penalty.13 Approved by the

House of Representatives, this clause was rejected by

the Senate, and then deleted prior to enactment of the

Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth).14 A far weaker

provision against racial hatred was eventually inserted

into the Act by the Racial Hatred Act 1995 (Cth).

The Racial Hatred Act 1995 (Cth) makes it illegal to

do an act, other than in private, if:

a) the act is likely, in all the circumstances, to offend,

insult, humiliate or intimidate another person or a

group of people; and

b) the act is done because of race, colour, or national

or ethnic origin of the other person or of some or

all of the people in the group.15

A number of exemptions exist for acts done reason-

ably and in good faith.16 Ultimately the Act provides for

civil sanction, not criminal prosecution.

The provision lacks force as s 26 of the Act deems

these unlawful acts not to be offences, a significant

downgrade from the position of an offence with a

statutory penalty as proposed in cl 28. The Human

Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission has recom-

mended a strengthening of the provisions, proposing in

2001 that criminal sanctions be provided for racial

discrimination, vilification and hatred in all Australian

jurisdictions.17 An effective criminal prosecution approach

can play a strong educative role. One state to have

criminal provisions is Victoria.18

The Victorian Position

The Racial and Religious Tolerance Act 2001 (Vic)

proscribes two forms of racial vilification. Racial vilifi-

cation (s 7) is “conduct that incites hatred against,

serious contempt for, or revulsion or severe ridicule of”

a person or class of person on the basis of their race, and

it is deemed unlawful.19 Serious racial vilification (s 24)

is said to occur when a person “intentionally engage[s]

in conduct that the offender knows is likely” to incite

hatred and “threaten, or incite others to threaten, physi-

cal harm” against the victim or their property.20 Serious

racial vilification can result in six months imprisonment.

The Act expressly states that conduct includes use of the

Internet.21

The Victorian Act entirely excludes private conduct

from unlawful racial vilification. Private conduct occurs

in “circumstances that may reasonably be taken to

indicate that the parties to the conduct desire it to be

heard or seen only by themselves” provided the circum-

stances are such that it is reasonable to expect it would

not be “heard or seen by someone else”.22 Public

conduct is excluded in limited circumstances and along

similar lines to those in the Commonwealth legisla-

tion.23 No exception exists for serious racial vilification.

The Victorian Act uses similar language to s 7 to

deem religious vilification unlawful (s 8) and similar

language to s 24 to designate serious religious vilifica-

tion an offence (s 25).

The significance of the law in the web 2.0
world

The fact that something is unlawful provides suffi-

cient moral grounds to require corporations to take

action to discourage it, particularly in circumstances

where they would otherwise be profiting from the

activity. These moral grounds can be converted into a

legal imperative by enacting new laws that specify

which types of unlawful speech must be reasonably

discouraged by providers and removed within reason-

able time. Social media providers already act of their

own volution to remove material such as nudity and

potential copyright infringing materials. The lack of will

when it comes to hate speech largely derives from the

protection afforded in the United States. The extreme

protection of the first amendment, which extends to
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protect hate speech, is a US anomaly and one that puts

the United States out of step with both the legal position

and international expectations.24 There is a clash of

values. This was best seen in the response of Facebook

to accusations it was facilitating Holocaust denial.25

The clash of values has resulted in US companies

acting globally, facilitating wrongful acts locally in a

third country, yet seeking to avoid the implications of

the effected countries national laws. This imperialist

approach has seen a strong reaction in Europe. The idea

that the internet is a zone outside the law has been

clearly rejected in the Australian legislation. This is not

unusual, and national anti-hate laws in other countries

have led to law suits and changes in the way internet

companies operate. Laws need to be developed that

ensure social media companies do not wilfully facilitate

the unlawful spread of racist hate within Australia.

Yahoo! and Google meet the French and
Italian Justice systems

In 2000 two French NGOs filed suit against Yahoo! in

the French courts.26 The suit was brought against the

sale of Nazi memorabilia to people in France through

the Yahoo! website, in contravention of French law. The

French courts ruled Yahoo! was at fault and demanded

remedial action. The response, played out in the French

and American courts provided the test case for internet

regulation.

Ronald S Katz, a lawyer for the NGOs explained,

“There is this naive idea that the Internet changes

everything … It doesn’t change everything. It doesn’t

change the laws in France”.27 Cyber libertarians such as

Nicholas Negroponte countered, “It’s not that the laws

aren’t relevant; it’s that the nation-state’s not relevant.

The internet cannot be regulated”.28 The issue was

finally settled before the Ninth Circuit of the United

States Court of Appeals.29

The appeal by the NGOs was against a US District

Court ruling which held the French Court’s ruling could

not be enforced in the US due to the First Amendment.

The appeal overturned this ruling holding that the

district court did not have personal jurisdiction over the

French parties. It also noted that “France is within its

rights as a sovereign nation to enact hate speech laws”

and that the NGOs were “within their rights to bring suit

in France against Yahoo! for violation of French speech

law”. Yahoo! the court found, was being forced to wait

for the NGOs to file a US suit for enforcement before the

opportunity to raise a First Amendment claim could

arise. While noting that this allowed the fine to increase

daily, the court held that “it was not wrongful for the

French organizations to place Yahoo! in this position”.30

The final outcome makes clear the validity of national
hate speech laws outside the US, but leaves in question
their enforceability within the US.

The French case led to changes in Yahoo!’s approach.
When initially refusing to comply, Yahoo!’s CEO stated,
“We are not going to change the content of our sites in
the United States just because someone in France is
asking us to do so”.31 Later Yahoo! banned the sale of
Nazi memorabilia not only in France, but globally. The
CEO stated, “we have to comply with local law”.32

In 2008 American Internet lawyer, Christopher Wolf,
noted that the US courts have begun to chip away at the
immunity Congress gave internet service providers from
liability for actions of their users. He warned that “the
day may come, if a trend continues, where the potential
for legal liability for tortious speech of others may
compel ISPs and websites to more actively monitor what
goes out through their service”.33

That day arguably came in February 2010, when
three Google Executives were, in absentia, given six-
month suspended jail terms by an Italian court for
breeches of privacy legislation.34 The ruling followed a
failure to remove a Google Video of a boy with autism
being bullied. While Google argued it removed the video
within hours of being formally notified by police, two
months had passed since users first reported the video to

Google.35 In the mean time, the video had become one

of the most viewed Google Videos in Italy. Prosecutors

argued the lack of action before the police notification

amounted to negligence.36 The case is subject to appeal.

Facing the threat of new internet legislation in Italy,

Facebook, Google and Microsoft recently agreed to

implement a shared code of conduct.37 The change in

attitudes shows that governments can both regulate the

internet giants and encourage improvements in self

regulation.

The need for a new systematic approach
The Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commis-

sion (HREOC) noted in 2001 that the burden placed on

individuals to bring complaints was “often insurmount-

able” and that “additional mechanisms for grievance

processes which go beyond the individual complaint

system” may need legislative change.38 The Commis-

sion recommended that organisations be permitted to

initiate representative complaints, and that HREOC

commissioners be allowed to self-initiate complaints.39

There are, however, other additional ways to go beyond

the individual complaint system.

Luke McNamara argued it is “behavioural changes

and attitudinal shift” which offer the best protection

against racial hatred in the long term.40 A new approach

should aim to make racism not only illegal but socially

unattractive. The platform providers are the key to

making this happen online.
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Reasonable steps that platform owners could take

range from removing content, through to disabling the

accounts of problem users. Other options include sus-

pending accounts for a fixed period of time and revoking

privileges. For example, a user who creates a group that

incites hate might have their group shut down and

additionally lose the ability to become a group admin-

istrator. Repeated problems might see them eventually

banned, a step that provides punishment, deterrence, and

improved safety for the rest of the community. In some

cases, internal sanctions are not sufficient and a matter

might be handed over to the relevant authorities in the

user’s country of residence. Only a legal obligation to

take reasonable steps in reasonable time will ensure

sufficient effort is invested in responding effectively to

hate.

New forms of regulation in the online
environment

The Online Antisemitism working group of the Glo-

bal Forum to Combat Antisemitism met in Decem-

ber 2009 and outlined a number of recommendations,

many of them generic to combating online hate.41

One recommendation was that carrier immunity “is

too broad and needs to be limited in the case of

antisemitism and other forms of hate”.42 The report

explained, “While real time communication may be

immune, stored communication eg user published con-

tent, can be brought to a service provider’s attention and

the provider can then do something about it. Opting not

to do something about it after a reasonable time should

in all cases open the service provided up to liability”.43

The question of reasonable time was addressed through

a model dividing online platforms into categories and

suggesting different rules could apply to each. The

categories differentiate between websites without user

input, and those with user input that are unmoderated,

exception moderated, post-moderated, or pre-

moderated. The higher the investment to prevent incite-

ment, the longer companies should have to handle

complaints. This would encourage more systematic

vigilance by providers.

In Australia new laws would need to: (a) state what is

a reasonable time for each category; (b) allow com-

plaints registered with the platform to be separately

registered with a third party such as HREOC or an

online ombudsman; and (c) allow the third party to take

action on complaints that are both beyond reasonable

time and considered by the third party to be valid.

Under such a scheme platform providers would act to

reduce their liability and create preventative mecha-

nisms. One such mechanism would be attaching obliga-

tions to some user privileges. The administrator of a

Facebook group might, therefore, become the first port

of call for complaints about content in their group.

Failure to respond in reasonable time could result in a

loss of administration privileges. An administrator who

marks content that has been complained about as accept-

able, might find their decision reviewed (by staff or

elected community members) if complaints continue. If

they make too many mistakes, their position as an

administrator might be revoked. Such a system would

dramatically decrease the number of complaints Facebook

itself needed to review. In a similar manner, YouTube

users could get initial complaints on videos they posted.

The technical problems are not insurmountable if the

companies find it is in their interest to act.

Conclusion
To combat online hate, we need new laws that enable

a more proactive response. We need laws that ensure

online spaces enjoy the same protection as physical

spaces. The current situation is that companies create

terms of service, as they see fit, and are then able to

apply them as they see fit. In some cases hateful content

lasted over six months before finally being removed.44

In 2009 Facebook removed the prohibition against

posting “racially, ethnically or otherwise objectionable”

content from its terms of service.45 It kept the prohibi-

tion on “hateful content”, but then claimed Holocaust

denial, an example provided in the EUMC Working

Definition, would not qualify.46 As a public wrong, hate

speech should be receiving a public response. It is not

enough to leave it to the discretion of powerful social

media companies. Those who profit from user generated

content need to be given the responsibility to take

reasonable steps to ensure their platforms have a robust

response to the posting of hateful material. The role of

government, and the law, is to ensure reasonable steps

are indeed taken.

Andre Oboler,

Co-Chair, Online Antisemitism Working Group, Global

Forum to Combat Antisemitism and Director of the

Community Internet Engagement Project at the Zionist

Federation of Australia. He is currently a JD candidate

at Monash University.
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